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Abstract—Mobile virtualization has emerged fairly recently and is considered a valuable way to mitigate security risks on Android
devices. However, major challenges in mobile virtualization include runtime, hardware, resource overhead, and compatibility. In this
paper, we propose a lightweight Android virtualization solution named Condroid, which is based on container technology. Condroid
utilizes resource isolation based on namespaces feature and resource control based on cgroups feature. By leveraging them, Condroid
can host multiple independent Android virtual machines on a single kernel to support mutilple Android containers. Furthermore, our
implementation presents both a system service sharing mechanism to reduce memory utilization and a filesystem sharing mechanism
to reduce storage usage. The evaluation results on Google Nexus 5 demonstrate that Condroid is feasible in terms of runtime,
hardware resource overhead, and compatibility. Therefore, we find that Condroid has a higher performance than other virtualization
solutions.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation
MART mobile devices have already been an omnipresent
part of our daily lives. By the end of 2013, Android
claimed 61.9 percent market share of all smart devices and
nearly 79 percent market share of smartphones [1]. In
the second quarter of 2014 Android continued to dominate
the global smartphone market with nearly 85 percent of the
market share [2].
As smart devices become increasingly common, they
have also become an active area of research. In recent years,
the interest of the research community has focused on two
topics regarding smart mobile devices: 1) Security threats,
and 2) bring your own device (BYOD).

S

1.1.1 Security Threats
While Android has become popular, it has also become an
attractive target for malware because of its openness. The
report of F-Secure states the number of malicious software
on the Android platform accounts for 97 percent of the overall number of mobile malware. In 2013, the malicious
deduction virus ranks in first place with 23 percent, while
fraud and process control takes second and third place
respectively with 21 and 16 percent [3].
Viruses, Trojan horses and malware from all kinds of
external attackers have attracted attention. However,
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deploying a security environment (such as encryption, digital signature, safety audit, access control, and digital certification) on a mobile device is very complicated for everyday
users. People need an innovative solution that can offer a
secure and credible execution environment when using
some critical applications (mobile payment, mobile banking), or when accessing sensitive data (SMS, contacts) [4].
Virtualization [5], [6] can offer a secure zone to store sensitive Apps, data and private information, and prevents
malware from infiltrating the secure zone from other insecure environments [7], [8], [9], [10].
Moreover, virtualization can create an isolated environment [11], [12], [13], [14], [15] that can be used in a safe way
to run programs that may ruin the host OS, other app or
users’ data or private information. If the environment does
crash or become compromised, the rest of the host OS is not
affected because the isolated environment created by virtual
technology cannot directly access the host resources.

1.1.2 BYOD
The concept of BYOD [16] refers to the policy of permitting employees to bring personally owned mobile devices
to their workplace, and access privileged company
information and applications with these devices. BYOD
increases employee morale and convenience by allowing
employees to use their own devices and it also makes the
company look a flexible and attractive employer [17],
[18], [19], [20], [21]. It seems the answer to BYOD is
mobile virtualization [19]. Mobile virtualization enables a
single device to offer two or more personas with different
system settings and user profiles and totally different
operating environments [22].
Some other scenarios may include: (1) a company
needs to monitor and remotely manage the devices of
employees but employees do not want to be monitored or
controlled when they use their devices for personal use
(telephony, gaming, web browsing); (2) a company needs
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to backup the workspaces of employees, destroy them
after work and then restore them on the next workday.
Mobile virtualization can make all these possible and
easy to achieve.
However, the concept of mobile virtualization is not simply applying the current virtualization technology to the
current mobile devices. When mobile devices meet virtualization, some new challenges do emerge [23], [24], [25], [26],
[27], [28], [29], [30], [31]:
Challenge 1: Keeping the device’s native performance.
Nobody wants to try new technology yet sacrifice performance. If so, they would rather buy another phone than run
two phones on the one physical phone.
Challenge 2: Keeping the native user-experience. The phone
should maintain the same look and feel. Users should not
be aware of virtualization when it comes to notifications,
smart switching, links or sharing.
Challenge 3: Supporting more than two personas. This is the
most complex challenge. The person who owns the phone is
not limited to two personas. He may have different personas for his children, parents, or colleagues etc.

1.2 Our Contributions
This paper aims to develop mobile virtualization architecture for Android, called Condroid. Condroid will enable a single device to run several virtual Android phones in a
simultaneous, independent, isolated and secure manner.
Our architecture can also meet the recent security and
BYOD requirements and challenges mentioned above (our
project is also open source on Github at http://condroid.
github.io).
Considering the power and performance limits of common mobile devices, our architecture has to run in a stable
and endurable manner. The weight of virtualization is
mainly responsible for power and performance. This
explains why we need to employ some kind of lightweight
virtualization solution for our architecture.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:


Porting Linux container (LXC) [32] to Android—We
port the Linux Container tools to Android while fixing problems with compatibility. This equips
Android OS with its own lightweight virtualization
capacity.
 Full-featured container virtualization architecture—We
design efficient container virtualization architecture
with several device virtualization models, such as
Binder, Display and Input. This allows a single set of
device resources to be shared among multiple
Android environments.
 Efficient service sharing mechanism—We present a service sharing and filesystem sharing mechanism to
reduce memory and storage utilization. This significantly improves system performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes related work. In Section 3, we describe the
architecture of Condroid, and Section 4 details the implementation of each subsystem. Finally, in Section 5, we use
a series of benchmarks to evaluate the performance of
Condroid. A summary and plan of our future work are
given in Section 6.
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RELATED WORK

Isolation mechanisms that enhance security for Android can
be classified into three types: ARM-based system virtualization, user-level isolation and OS-level isolation.

2.1 ARM-Based System Virtualization
The first approach to isolate runtime environments is system virtualization. This technology was originally developed for servers and desktops. We discovered some
research transplanted typical x86 system virtualization platforms to an ARM platform:
KVM/ARM [33] is the first full system ARM virtualization solution that can run unmodified guest operating systems on ARM multicore hardware. KVM/ARM leverages
existing Linux hardware support and functionality to simplify hypervisor development and maintainability while
utilizing recent ARM hardware virtualization extensions to
run virtual machines. However, KVM was not originally
designed for ARM architecture, and this solution is neither
mature nor stable. There is a lengthy process to modify
KVM to be adaptable to ARM hardware. EmbeddedXEN
[34] is a para-virtualization hypervisor specifically for ARM
embedded systems. In particular, EmbeddedXEN supports
heterogeneous ARM cores and keeps execution overhead as
low as possible. However, solutions based on para-virtualization are not fit for mobile devices. It has a complex configuration that is not easy for common users and the guest OS
code needs to be modified, which means it can’t support the
latest OS nor the commercially closed-source operating systems. The OKL4 microvisor [35] is designed to serve as a
hypervisor as well as a replacement for the microkernel.
OKL4 is a third generation microkernel of L4 heritage for
the large-scale commercial deployment of mobile virtualization platforms. However, the microvisor has to work with
device support and emulation, which is an onerous requirement for mobile devices that contain increasingly diverse
hardware devices.
2.2 User-Level Isolation
Isolation based on user-level, known as sandbox, is a traditional way to confine malware. This solution uses different
user identifiers per application group to implement sandboxing. The communication between applications and core
Android components is restricted and based on permissions
requested during the installation of applications. Drawbridge
[36] is such a system designed for Windows. There is no such
a library for Android currently and there are several significant challenges due to the vast architectural differences
between Windows and Android. These differences include:
(1) Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) does not support virtualized applications to render graphics in Android; (2) It does
not support a shared state between applications in different
sandboxes; (3) It also doesn’t support multiple processes
bound to a single OS library.
2.3 OS-Level Isolation
Isolation based on OS-level virtualization [9], [37], as used
in our solution, is a common concept for containers today.
Cells introduced in [38] is also an Android container solution. Cells is virtualization architecture that enables multiple
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virtual smartphones to run simultaneously on the same
physical cellphone in an isolated, secure manner. Cells introduces a usage model of one foreground virtual phone and
multiple background virtual phones. In contrast to Cells,
our approach expends effort to virtualize the Binder subsystem in Android to gain a higher performance, which is a primary Android-specific IPC framework used ubiquitously
by all Android processes. In addition, Cells makes the most
of modifications in the Linux kernel layer, and these are
unlikely to merge into the mainline because this feature is
not the emphasis of a standard kernel, and therefore may
not capture the attention of the kernel. Most of our modifications are in the Android framework layer, and these are
likely to be collected in the Android Open Source Project
(AOSP) if Google wishes Android to support virtualization.

3

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The main approach adapted for Condroid is the Linux kernel
technology of Containers. Containers are illusions of controlling system resources so lightweight virtualization can
isolate processes and resources without the complexities of
full virtualization.
As mentioned above, several related technologies have
been developed which range from sandbox, to hypervisor
and container based separation. After analyzing the specialty of mobile devices and evaluating the performance of
these solutions in our previous work [4], we designed container-based architecture.
Condroid uses a single OS kernel across all containers that
virtualizes identifiers and hardware resources. This means
Condroid does not require running multiple complete
Android instances, rather it provides virtual environments
in which multiple containers can run on a single Linux
kernel. Condroid ensures the containers are individual,
completely independent, and secure from one another in
order to prevent bugs or malicious applications running in
one container and adversely impacting the operation of
other containers. This is done by leveraging namespaces
[39] and cgroups [40].
The purpose of each namespace (currently a Linux kernel
implements six different types of namespaces: Mount, UTS,
IPC, PID, Network, and User) is to wrap a particular global
system resource in an abstraction that makes it appear to
the processes within the namespace that they have their
own isolated instance of the global resource. We use the
cgroups (control groups) feature to limit, account and isolate the resource usage of process groups. Cgroups provides
a mechanism to partition sets of tasks and all future children
into hierarchical groups with specialized behavior. We also
transplant the LXC toolkit to the Android platform. To do
this, we made several modifications: replace several functions the Bionic library does not support, replace some syscalls because of the difference in yaffs2, cross-compile
the Android NDK toolchain, and recompile kernels to
enable cgroups and namespaces to support kernel configurations. However, basic OS virtualization is insufficient to
run a complete Android user space environment. Virtualization mechanisms have primarily been used in headless
server environments with relatively few devices, such as
networking and storage, which can already be virtualized

Fig. 1. Overview of Condroid architecture.

in commodity OS platforms such as Linux. Android applications, however, are expected to interact with a variety of
hardware devices, many of which were not originally
designed to be multiplexed. Therefore, mobile virtualization
is not existent. In Android, certain devices must be fully
supported, including both hardware devices and pseudo
devices unique to the Android environment.
Condroid is a solution adapted for Android devices. It
does so by integrating both the kernel-level and user-level
device virtualization methods to present a complete virtual
Android OS environment. Fig. 1 shows the relationship
between the host and containers. The host is a control center
and never installs downloaded apps despite being a complete Android OS. This design can ensure the safety of the
host the most when all apps run in containers. A container
may be associated with one or more apps, downloaded
apps or pre-installed apps. We assume a container is secure
when the container only includes pre-installed apps and
trustful apps. Condroid can efficiently offer several secure
and insecure containers.
Condroid’s design provides two novel mechanisms to
improve performance and user experience: (1) a system service sharing mechanism is used to reduce memory utilization. Acquiescently, multiple Android systems run multiple
system services. However, some of these system services
are duplicated. We offer a user-configurable way to determine which services can be shared among all the Android
instances through an interface in a /proc filesystem; (2) a
read-only filesystem sharing mechanism is proposed to
reduce storage usage. Normally, people are concerned
about storage usage while multiple whole Android instances exist on a single device. This mechanism means the
/system partition of an Android system is shared among
all containers.

3.1 General Description
Fig. 1 shows the basic Condroid architecture. The design of
our prototype system is inspired by the common Linux
Container architecture.The modifications we make are
shown as grey in the figure. This design can offer a better
user experience because it can enable a user to create, start,
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shutdown, and manage all the containers in the device and
enable them to switch containers more conveniently. Most
modifications are located in the Android framework layer
and all of these will be packaged as ROM firmware.
Firstly, we think it is necessary to briefly describe the
purpose of each component in Fig. 1:


Host android—Our implementation needs a complete
Android system as the host platform to initialize and
handle Condroid. We treat it as a virtual machine
monitor with no untrusted application ever executed
in this domain. Each complete Android OS consists
of a Linux kernel and Android framework.
 Linux kernel—Our solution needs only a single Linux
kernel even though we have to run multiple Android
containers. We reconfigure this kernel to enable the
cgroups and namespaces feature, and we also need
to make some other modifications in the kernel, such
as creating some virtual devices, and writing several
virtual device drivers, etc.
 Android framework—This is one maintained by Google
that consists of system services, libraries, Dalvik runtime and some other application frameworks. We have
to make some modifications in the host’s Android
framework to cooperate with the containers and also
make a few modifications in the container’s Android
framework.
 LXC tools—LXC is a userspace interface for the Linux
kernel containment features. Through a powerful
API and some simple tools, it allows Linux users to
easily create and manage containers. However, LXC
was originally designed for Linux and what we have
to do is transplant LXC to an Android runtime
environment.
 Container—This is a virtual machine or a virtual
phone that runs an isolated Android system. The
Android version in different containers can be different and the communication between different
containers is handled by the kernel. Each container
includes several pre-installed APPs developed by
Google and it can also run the downloaded APPs.
In Fig. 1, we can see the LXC toolkit is the console of
Condroid which is a user interface to manage containers.
LXC combines cgroups and namespaces support to provide an isolated environment for applications. To make it
possible to use LXC in an Android system, we have to
make a number of modifications. These modifications
include: (1) replacing several functions that Bionic library
doesn’t support (such as setenv(), tmpfile(), etc.);
(2) replacing some syscalls because of the difference in
Android (such as pivot_root, umount_oldrootfs,
etc.); (3) cross compiling using the Android NDK toolchain; (4) re-configuring the Linux kernel with cgroups
and the namespaces feature so it is enabled.
In Fig. 1, we can also see there are other modifications in
both the user and kernel space (shown in grey). We
designed a virtual Binder IPC mechanism, which is the
main communication channel between apps, even across
container boundaries. We designed a service sharing mechanism by making use of the Linux proc filesystem interface.
We also designed a device virtualization mechanism by

Fig. 2. Binder virtualization architecture.

creating several virtual device drivers and modifying the
Hardware Abstract Layer (HAL).

4

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

In this section, we concentrate on the details of Condroid.
Because there are too many modifications, optimizations
and adaptations in this system, we are unable to cover all of
them in this paper. We will describe the implementation of
the main components in Condroid. These include the Binder
System, Display System, Input System, Service Sharing and
Filesystem Sharing.

4.1 Binder System Virtualization
Binder is a system for Inter-Process Communication (IPC)
used in the Android operating system. Binder is a primary
subsystem used ubiquitously by all Android processes,
which is why we should virtualize Binder first of all.
In order to provide a fundamental and convenient mechanism for the other subsystems, we need to find a way to
share the single Binder framework (a single Linux kernel
can only support one Binder framework) between the host
and all containers. In Android, the Binder driver is a bridge
among the ServiceManager, Service and Apps. They transfer requests and responses by using syscalls on /dev/
binder, such as open, ioctl and mmap. Binder system
virtualization means the host provides the main IPC components (Binder driver, ServiceManager), and that containers
don’t need to have these. Apps in containers communicate
with the host’s Binder through a virtual Binder device.
As shown in Fig. 2, we add a virtual Binder driver in the
Linux kernel. The functions of this virtual driver include:
(1) forwarding the operation that Apps make the on virtual
binder device to the real Binder driver; (2) if the operation is
ioctl and the target is ServiceManager (e.g. registering
service or requesting service), the virtual driver will modify
the name of a service using a hash function. Function (1)
mentioned above makes it possible for the virtual binder to
respond to all requests Apps send. Function (2) solves name
conflict problems by modifying the name of the services
registered in the ServiceManager. This ensures the same
services running in different containers can be labelled with
different names. In turn, this means the virtual driver can
deliver the requests from Apps in each container to the services in the corresponding container.
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Fig. 4. The architecture of display system virtualization.

Fig. 3. The workflow of Condroid with binder virtualization.

After creating the virtual driver, we use this to register a
set of virtual Binder devices in the kernel initialization
process. The kernel will then automatically create a set
of corresponding device files (/dev/vbinder1,/dev/
vbinder2. . .). As shown in Fig. 2, we bind the Binder
device file (/dev/binder) in a container to one of the virtual device files in the host before launching the containers.
This means accessing the /dev/binder in its own root filesystem means to access the virtual binder device equivalently. All operations will then be redirected to the real
binder driver. The real binder driver will think all operations are from the common processes running in the host
without feeling the existence of the containers.
In Fig. 3, we described the workflow of Condroid. We
assume the host and container have the same service foo.
Firstly, the service foo needs to be registered in the ServiceManager which only runs in Android as a host. While the
service foo in the container registers, the virtual Binder
driver intercepts the registering operation and modifies
the name of foo using a hash function. The registering operation from the host will not be intercepted. Then, while an
app in the container requests service foo, the virtual driver
will also modify the name of foo using the hash function
and search for it in the ServiceManager. The ServiceManager then returns an object reference of foo_mod. As
described above, we can see this mechanism solve the name
conflict problem through the Binder subsystem in the
Android virtualization environment.

Fig. 5. The mapping function of the modified WindowManager in Condroid.

4.2 Display System Virtualization
In order to share the unique screen among all containers,
we should find a way to virtualize the display system.
Unlike Cells, we make these modifications in the Android
framework rather than virtualizing the framebuffer
device in the Linux kernel. It can greatly reduce memory
usage without maintaining the virtual hardware state and
renders any output to a virtual screen memory buffer in
RAM. It is also very hard to debug when you make modifications in the kernel. Importantly, our solution has more
flexibility and portability than Cells as our solution does
not need to create any new virtual devices (Cells need to
create a mux_fb device).
All modifications we made are in the WindowManager,
which is Android’s system service that controls window
lifecycles, input events, screen orientation, position, z-order,
and many other aspects of a window. The WindowManager
sends all window metadata to the SurfaceFlinger, which is
Android’s system service that composites the visible surface
onto the display. Fig. 4 shows the architecture of display
system virtualization.
In Android, the WindowManager maintains a window
stack which is very important for SurfaceFlinger to decide
which windows to be drawn on the screen. Each item in the
window stack is a WindowState object, and WindowManager calculates a Z-index for each item through a mapping
function. SurfaceFlinger chooses the max Z-index value of
the WindowState to draw on the screen. Here, we should
modify the mapping function of the WindowManger in each
container. The Z-index value of the Nth container should
add (N-1)10,000 to avoid repetition of the Z-index value as
shown in Fig. 5a. Therefore, the container which starts last
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Fig. 6. The Container Switch in the Condroid.

has the max Z-index value and SurfaceFlinger would draw
its windows on the screen. This container is now in the foreground and the others are in the background.

4.2.1 Container Switch
In order to switch between containers, we add a kernel virtual device and a framework system service. The flow chart
of the container switch is shown in Fig. 6.


The virtual device /dev/container—We implement a
new virtual device in the Linux kernel, /dev/
container, which provides the services of container register, container switch and some get-andset utilities. The virtual device can also be manipulated through the system call ioctl. It maintains a vector that stores all containers currently running and
the positon of the vector represents the order of containers booting up. We name the container in one
end of the vector the front container, which is on top
of the window stack, and the applications belonging
to it can be seen through the screen. Input events
from users can also be received.
 The framework system service ContainerManagerService—In the application framework of the Android
OS, we add another system service, ContainerManagerService. This service maintains the adjustment
value of the Z-index of the current Container it
belongs to. Its client, the ContainerManager in the
original system service WindowManagerService,
communicates with it for managing the containers.
However, while we may want to switch container 2 to the
foreground, we need to put all of its windows to the top of
the window stack. This has been done by swapping the
Z-index value of WindowStates of container 2 with the one
which is now the foreground container. For example, swap
container 2 with container 3 as in Fig. 5b.
For the user of the Android OS, one can complete the
container switch through an authenticated application as
shown in Fig. 6. The application sends a Switch Request
to the ContainerManagerService and changes the front

container to another container through the virtual device in
the Linux kernel. This makes the two containers’ WindowManagerService change the Z-order index of the WindowStates. Eventually, SurfaceFlinger, the shared system service,
renders the new surface to the frame buffer and the container
switch is completed.
Because of one shared SurfaceFlinger (details in Section 4.4)
which maintains Z-index value of windows from all Containers, the extra communication of new Z values among SurfaceFlingers from different Container is eliminated.

4.3 Input System Virtualization
In Android, input events are all handled by the InputManager, which is shown in Fig. 7. The input system virtualization is done by modifying the InputManager to let the
current foreground container respond to input events, which
background containers will ignore. Originally, there are two
member variables in the InputManager: mInputDispatcher
and mInputReader. These point to an InputDispatcher object

Fig. 7. The input subsystem virtualization in Condroid.
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process in containers to the corresponding shared service in
the host’s /proc filesystem.

Fig. 8. The service sharing mechanism in Condroid.

and an InputReader object respectively. The InputDispatcher
object is responsible for dispatching input events to the current activated windows and the InputReader object is in
charge of monitoring input events. They run in separate
threads. Acquiescently, the InputDispatcher thread will continually call its member function dispatchOnce to check
whether the InputReader dispatches input events. If not, the
InputDispatcher thread will go to sleep until roused by the
InputReader. The InputReader thread will continually call
its member function loopOnce to check whether a user issues
an input order.
Under implementation, the loopOnce function invokes
getEvent, the EvenHub’s method whose responsibility is to
read input events from the kernel by opening the evdev
driver associated with each input device.
If the InputReader receives input events, it will call the
function notifyKey of the InputDispatcher to wake up the
InputDispatcher. The InputDispatcher has a member variable mFocusedWindow which can retrieve an InputChannel
associated with the current focused window so it can dispatch the input events to the activated windows.
In Condroid, we modified the InputReader of the InputManager. We maintained a variable num_Foreground-Container standing for the number of current foreground
containers. This means each container can know whether it
is the foreground one. If not, the modified InputReader will
stop calling the loopOnce function to monitor whether there
are any input orders. It means the InputReader in background containers will shield all input events and only the
foreground container will respond to input orders.

4.4 Service Sharing Mechanism
It is important this mechanism is created because it can
reduce the memory footprint. As we know, each container is
a stock Android system that contains many system services.
In view of the containers, these services are duplicated. However, it is not necessary to run every service in every container, such as LightsService, BatteryService, WifiService, or
SurfaceFlinger, etc. A service sharing mechanism allows a
device to run a single service that can be shared among all
containers instead of this service being run in every container.
In stock Android, each service should register itself in the
ServiceManager after it begins so the ServiceManager can
maintain a global service list. In Condroid, we implement an
interface to allow users to custom share services through
the /proc filesystem because containers can receive the reference object of shared services in a host’s /proc temporary
filesystem. As shown in Fig. 8, users can share some unsecure services among hosts and containers. Our virtual
binder driver will direct access requests from the client

4.5 Filesystem Sharing Mechanism
This mechanism allows hosts to share directories of the filesystem with containers which can significantly reduce the
storage usage. In Android, the filesystem can be grouped
into two categories: temporary filesystem (tmpfs) and nonvolatile filesystem (nonvolatilefs). The tmpfs is a kind of
memory filesystem that is dynamically created when a system is booting. However, the nonvolatilefs contain some
read-only directories that can be shared among containers.
In Condroid, the nonvolatilefs contains two subdirectories: /data and /system. In particular, /system has
many read-only subdirectories, such as: /app, /fonts,
/framework, and /lib, etc. We offer a method where all
read-only subdirectories in containers are linked to the host.
This reduces storage usage and will not introduce any security issues. The size of these subdirectories is relatively large
and because of this we believe the filesystem sharing mechanism is necessary when a user needs to run many containers in a single device.

5

EVALUTAION

We have implemented a prototype of Android virtualization named Condroid using container technology, and transplanted it to the latest Google devices, the Nexus 5
smartphone. In order to evaluate the usability, scalability,
robustness, efficiency and stability of our prototype, we
carried out experiments in regards to performance impact,
power consumption, booting up time, memory utilization
and so on.

5.1 Methodology
We chose Cells as a comparison, which is the most famous
solution based on container virtualization technology
presented by Columbia University at SOSP’11. However,
there are many differences between Condroid and Cells, and
also many improvements especially in the implementation
concepts of many subsystems, such as IPC, Display, and
Input, etc.
It has been proven that Condroid works successfully with
many versions of Android, however in this paper all of our
experimental results presented have been collected from
Nexus 5 running with Android 4.4.2 and the Linux kernel
3.4.0. To date, Cells can only support Nexus S with Android
4.1.2. For fair comparison, all results have been normalized
to the result of the manufacturer’s unmodified Android OS.
5.2 Evaluation Results
5.2.1 Booting Up Time
Booting up time is usually an important factor of the user
experience. We measure the time one container spends
from receiving the start command until it is ready to receive
user inputs.
Fig. 9a shows the result with one container, two containers, three containers, and four containers running in the
background versus that of Cells in the same configuration
respectively.
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Fig. 9. Results of booting up, storage usage, memory usage and container switch.

In Fig. 9a, the x-axis of N container(s) represents the Nth
container booting up while N–1 containers run in the background. The unmodified has no containers, which makes it
the mean of the device booting up.
As Condroid and Cells are running on different devices, it
is pointless to directly compare the booting up time directly.
Therefore, all the results are normalized to the result of the
manufacturer’s unmodified Android OS whose value is 1.
Because Condroids and Cells both compare to their own manufacturer’s unmodified Android OS, the comparison makes
sense.
The observations of Fig. 9a are:
1.

2.

We measure from the time the init process starts
to the time the Android framework application
Launcher2 starts. In this way, the unmodified
Android OS takes about 15.31 seconds.
With an increasing number of containers booting up,
time becomes larger. However, our prototype incurs
no more than 11 percent overhead in all cases while
Cells incurs an overhead of 30 percent at most.

5.2.2 Memory Usage
In Condroid, some system services are shared among containers in order to reduce the memory usage. This experiment
measures the memory utilization of Condroid and Cells when
one container, two containers, three containers and four
containers run respectively. In our tests, the unmodified
Android OS occupies about 297 MB memory on average.
As Condroid and Cells use different versions of the
Android OS, it is pointless to directly compare memory
usage. Therefore, all results are normalized to the result of
the manufacturer’s unmodified Android OS whose value

is 1. This is something we also did in the booting up time
experiment.
The observations of Fig. 9b are: our prototype incurred no
more than a 35 percent overhead in all cases, while Cells memory utilization doubled in the worst case scenario. Condroid
does not virtualize a framebuffer by a multiplexing framebuffer device driver which is needed to render any output to
a virtual screen memory buffer in a system’s RAM. In
addition, Cells does not solve the services sharing problem.

5.2.3 Storage Usage
In our prototype many containers share several read-only
directories that significantly reduce the usage of storage.
The unmodified Android occupies about 619 MB storage on
average.
In Fig. 9c, the y-axis scale is with the normalized unit
length according to the manufacturer’s unmodified
Android OS as 1 unit. We also make that normalization in
the experiment of booting up and memory usage.
The observations of Fig. 9c are that our prototype incurs
no more than 38 percent overhead while Cells almost doubled in the worst case scenario. This may be because Cells
also offers a kind of filesystem sharing mechanism and
because it shares less files with each other. Cells may only
share some configured files and some apk files.
5.2.4 Container Switch Overhead
As is already known, containers will be switched frequently
in daily use which makes switching time a critical part of
runtime overhead. Switching time is also an important factor of the user experience and can determine whether users
are willing to use the product.
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Fig. 10. The results of power consumption.

In addition, we implement our own container switch
mechanism in Condroid, whose message goes deep into the
kernel and back to the framework layer of the Android OS.
With such a long message path, we intend to measure
whether its overhead is heavy.
In order to achieve container switch overhead, we measure the time elapsed during one container in foreground
switching compared to the background which results in
another container returning to the foreground.
In Fig. 9d, the y-axis scale is one unit length representing 1 ms. Although we can achieve precision of ms,
according to the results, the precision of ms is enough to
tell the difference.
Fig. 9d shows the switching time of one container from
the foreground to the background. From the figure, we can
see our prototype incurs no more than 140 ms extra overhead. The result also shows that our prototype is better than
Cells by an average of 20 ms in all cases.

5.2.5 Power Measurements
There are two frequently used usage scenarios to measure
power consumption in mobile device benchmarks:
1)

The device runs continuously in the idle state without communication over Wi-Fi or cellular and with
the display backlight turned off.
2) A music player runs in the foreground with the
display turned off.
Fig. 10a shows power consumption in the first scenario,
which lets the phone sit idle in a low power state. While
Fig. 10b shows music playing with the standard Android
music playing continuously. We measure when the battery
dies in these two usage scenarios.
In both figures, the y-axis scale is one unit length represents 1 minute. The results of experiments are rounded to a
unit of minutes without losing the comparability of different
configurations of devices.
Observations from Fig. 10 include: even though running more containers increased, the endurance time
became smaller. Another observation was that our prototype incurred no more than 26 percent loss in endurance
time. This is better than Cells with the same configuration
respectively.
In addition, our new container switch mechanism proved
good enough on performance.

5.2.6 Micro Benchmarks
We used the benchmark programs, which are basically equivalent to the fork þ exec, fork þ exit, pipe and syscall programs
included in the LMbench [41] benchmark suite. We show the
results of comparing the execution speed in Table 1.
To see the impact of virtualization on common operations in mobile phones, we compared UI loading time,
codec performance and image file saving time. For the UI
loading test, we used Qtopia [42] installed at the NOR flash
memory. We prepared 100 files whose size was distributed
from 10 KB to 5 MB to test the image file saving and we
measured the time taken to save all image files from a NFS
server to NAND flash memory. For codec tests, the WMV
stream encoder/decoder was used.
Table 1 shows the performance of executing a simple syscall is the one most severely impacted because its execution
path is very simple. The other benchmark programs involve
fair amounts of work executed in the guest operating systems, thus the performance degradation is a little severe.
5.2.7 Macro Benchmarks
To measure performance in a macro way, we selected five
benchmarks designed for measuring different aspects of an
Android OS: AnTuTu v4.5.2 [43]; Quadrant Standard Edition v2.1.1 [44]; SunSpider v0.9.1 JavaScript benchmark
[45]; Passmark PerformanceTest Mobile v1.0.4000 [46] and
Vellamo v2.0.3 [47]. These benchmarks are designed to test
2D and 3D graphics performance, Disk I/O, Memory I/O
and CPU (Framework layer, Native layer) performance.
The scores they give are very powerful in explaining how
well a device runs.
TABLE 1
Results of Micro Benchmarks
Condroid
fork þ exit (ms)
fork þ exec (ms)
pipe (ms)
syscall (ms)
UI loading (s)
Image saving (s)
Encoding rate (fps)
Decoding rate (fps)

Cells

1 VM

2 VMs

1 VM

2 VMs

4,012.38
5,984.14
201.64
13.74
12.32
45.17
5.67
20.41

4,328.53
6,211.51
273.30
17.21
13.45
54.23
5.76
23.14

5,117.75
7,463.90
1,190.35
19.93
10.17
40.32
7.21
24.13

5,332.65
8,577.90
2,254.30
21.22
14.32
50.30
7.43
26.55
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Fig. 11. The scores of five acknowledged benchmarks.

Fig. 11 shows the scores given by the five macro benchmarks with Condroid when one container, two containers,
three containers, and four containers are already running.
As different benchmarks give scores according to different standards, the scores range from thousands of points to
tens of thousands of points. Therefore, all the results are
normalized to the result of the manufacturer’s unmodified
Android OS whose score of five benchmarks is 1. This
makes the results easy to read and comparable with other
configurations of Android OS.
From Fig. 11 we observe that when the number of Containers increase, worse scores are achieved, however our
prototype incurs no more than a 46 percent difference in
scores between the unmodified Android OS.
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